Plasma heating due to the ion acoustic instability and the modified two-stream instability is examined for quasi-perpendicular subcritical shocks. Electron and ion heating is investigated as a function of upstream electron to ion temperature ratio and plasma beta using second-order heating rates. A simple shock model is employed in which the cross-field electron-ion drift speed is adjusted until the total (adiabatic plus anomalous) heating matches that required by the Rankine-Hugoniot relations. Quantities such as the width of the shock and the maximum electric field fluctuations are also calculated, and the results are compared with the ISEE data set of subcritical bow shock crossings. The observed width of the shock, the amount of plasma heating, and the low-frequency electric field intensity are in reasonably good agreement with the calculations for the modified two-stream instability. On the other h. and, the wave intensities at higher frequency are about 4 orders of magnitude smaller than those predicted for the ion acoustic instability at saturation, consistent with the fact that the measured shock widths imply cross-field drift speeds that are below threshold for this instability. It is therefore concluded that the dissipation at these shocks is most likely due to the lower frequency, modified two-stream instability.
INTRODUCTION
In collisionless shocks, directed plasma energy is converted to thermal energy over a distance much shorter than the classical mean free path of the particles due to binary collisions. The possible dissipation mechanism(s) that allow this conversion to occur so efficiently have been the subject of much research over the past many years. Comparing reviews of the early work [e.g., Tidrnan and Krall, 1971; Biskarnp, 1973] with the recent monograph from the Chapman Conference on Collisionless Shocks [Stone and Tsurutani, 1985 ; Tsurutani and Stone, 1985] , it is evident that much work has been done, but many questions remain unanswered.
Collisionless shocks can be subdivided according to the orientation of the shock normal h with respect to the upstream magnetic field B•, cos OBn = h' B•/IB•I: quasi-parallel (O•n < 45 ø) and quasi-perpendicular (O•n > 45ø). While the structure of and dissipation processes in quasi-parallel shocks are still unclear, quasi-perpendicular shocks are better understood. Collisionless shocks are also subdivided according to the nature of the dissipation process that allows the shock to form. When the incident flow speed exceeds some critical value [e.g., Kennel et al., 1985] , the characteristics of the shock, such as its magnetic foot and overshoot in the quasiperpendicular regime, and the dissipation are determined primarily by a population of ions that are reflected by the shock [Gosling and Robson, 1985] . Such shocks are termed supercritical. At lower incident speeds the reflected ion population [Greenstadt and Mellott, 1987] and the magnetic overshoot become smaller, but a well-defined, so-called subcritical shock still exists [see Mellott, 1985] . Such shocks typically exhibit strong heating of all of the ions [Thomsen et al., 1985] 
instead of the energetization of only a fraction of the ions that is
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Paper number 6A8814. 0148-0227/87/006A-8814505.00 characteristic of the reflection process at higher Mach numbers. For this reason the dissipation mechanism has long been thought to be due to plasma instabilities excited by the crossfield current [Biskarnp, 1973] . Recently, however, alternative mechanisms have been proposed. Ohsawa and Sakai [1985] have shown by means of numerical simulations that ion reflection (here termed "resonant acceleration") persists at low Mach numbers. At perpendicular shocks with shock widths less than an electron inertial length this process can result in strong acceleration of some of the ions [Ohsawa, 1985 [Ohsawa, , 1986b ], but at oblique shocks the shocks are much broader, and the process is much less efficient [Ohsawa, 1986a] . In addition, Lee et al. [1986] have argued that nonadiabatic ion behavior produces the required amount of downstream heating at subcritical shocks. Both theories have been criticized by Winske et al. [1986] , who reiterated the importance of turbulent heating by cross-field instabilities. Such microscopic processes are also likely to occur in supercritical shocks, since the cross-field current persists, but are masked by effects due to ion reflection.
Subcritical shocks are further subdivided into two categories, resistive and dispersive, depending on the physical mechanism that determines the width of the magnetic ramp, the relatively narrow region where the field jumps from its upstream to downstream value. For oblique shocks the shock width is determined by wave dispersion, and the width is given by the wavelength of whistler modes which phase stand in the shock. This width is proportional to cos OBn, and as OBn--• 90 ø, the shock width becomes vanishingly small. In this limit the shock width is described instead by a resistive length associated with instabilities driven by the cross-field current. Even in the dispersive regime; however, the cross-field instabilities are expected to occur and provide the needed amount of dissipation. In this study the properties of the instabilities are investigated based on the requirement of achieving the proper amount of downstream heating, regardless of other processes, such as wave dispersion, which may limit the width of the shock.
Experimental data concerning the nature of quasiperpendicular subcritical shocks have come from both laboratory studies and spacecraft observations. Many laboratory experiments, conducted for the most part more than a decade ago, produced resistive shocks that heated electrons and could be explained via turbulent heating due to the ion acoustic instability (see the review by Boyd [1977] ). More recent laboratory experimental studies have also been carried out [Strokin, 1985] . Spacecraft observations at the earth's bow shock are also an important source of information, but the number of crossings when the solar wind conditions are such as to produce subcritical shocks is small. Some early observations of subcritical shocks were obtained by Formisano et al. [-1973 .
Theoretical studies of subcritical shocks have primarily been concerned with identifying the plasma instabilities driven by the cross-field current in the shock ramp and studying their linear and nonlinear properties (see Papadopoulos [1985] and Winske [1985] for recent reviews). Generally, the instabilities fall into two categories: high frequency (above the ion plasma frequency or the electron gyrofrequency) and lower frequencies (of the order of the lower hybrid frequency). (Modes at even lower frequencies, at or below the ion cyclotron frequency, can also occur, but they do not have sufficient time to grow to significant amplitudes across the shock current layer, which is of the order of an ion inertial length.) Both kinds of waves are observed at the bow shock (see, for example, the review by Gurnett ['1985] ), but which modes are most important for providing dissipation is unclear. The higher-frequency waves, due to instabilities such as the ion acoustic, are capable of heating the plasma [e.g., Boyd, 1977] , but the applicability of this process is limited by the fact that the ion acoustic instability has a very high threshold unless T e >> T/. Nevertheless, these higher-frequency modes are still present at the shock when T e _• T i in the solar wind upstream from the shock [Rodriguez and Gurnett, 1976] . The lower hybrid modes, particularly the lower hybrid drift instability and the modified two-stream instability, on the other hand, are attractive because they heat both electrons and ions, are not suppressed when T e • T•, and have lower thresholds than the ion acoustic instability [Lemons and Gary, 1978] . However, their small growth rates and longer wavelengths cast doubts on whether they can heat the plasma to the required downstream temperature over the relatively narrow current layer of the shock, although calculations by Revathy and Lakina [1977] indicate that significant heating is possible. The problem is complicated by a lack of data concerning the waves in the lower hybrid frequency range. Recently, measurements of largeamplitude, low-frequency electric fields have been reported for several of the ISEE subcritical shocks to be discussed later I-Formisano, 1985; J. R. Wygant et al., unpublished manuscript, 1986]. Finally, it should also be mentioned that plasma waves in both frequency ranges are also found just upstream from the shock ramp (see, for example, the recent review by ). While such waves could in principle provide some additional heating, the observations of Thomsen et al. [1985] indicate that the heating is confined to the magnetic ramp. We will thus ignore these interesting, but probably unimportant, upstream waves for the rest of this study.
The purpose of this paper is to carry out a comparative study of the heating at a quasi-perpendicular subcritical shock due to instabilities in both the high (e.g., ion acoustic instability) frequency and lower hybrid (e.g., modified two-stream instability) frequency regimes. We employ a very simple model for the shock and its plasma components. The essential feature is that a value for the shock width (and hence the size of the cross-field current) is not assumed a priori. Instead, the crossfield curent is adjusted until the amount of heating calculated from second-order theory matches that which is required to satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot relations. The model that is used then limits the free parameters to the upstream temperature ratio Te/T • and plasma beta. We examine the characteristics of the electron and ion heating, the resulting width of the shock, and the electric field noise as a function of these two parameters. The model that is used is described in section 2, while the results are discussed in section 3. In section 4, comparison with the data is made, and the results of this study are summarized in section 5. Our purpose here is not a detailed analysis of any particular case (the assumptions of the model are too restrictive for that) but rather to look for trends which the theory may reveal and to test these with the available data.
MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS
We assume the following model for the shock. In order to consider a typical subcritical shock we take M A = V One way to proceed would be to assume Ax, either using the observed bow shock width [Russell et al., 1982] Finally, we note that the heating calculated in this manner from second-order theory does not distinguish between reversible wave heating (due to particles sloshing back and forth in the waves) and irreversible wave ("true") heating. This division, while sometimes theoretically convenient [e.g., Sagdeer and Galeev, 1969], is not usually done either in computer simulations or in spacecraft measurements. In addition, second-order theory calculates the heating through velocity moments. It therefore does not indicate whether the heating occurs in the bulk of the velocity distribution or instead creates energetic ions on the tail of the distribution. Some idea of the heating characteristics can be inferred from the location of the phase velocity of the dominant wave mode that is used in the second-order theory expressions to replace the sum over the spectrum of waves by a single term, as discussed later.
We next make some approximations and assumptions concerning the plasma conditions and hence about the instabilities themselves. As stated previously, we take the ions to be unmagnetized, and thus all the cross-field current which arises is due to the E x B drift of the electrons. We take both species to have Maxwellian velocity distributions and thus assume there are no reflected ions, even though the observations indicate a few such ions are present even at low Mach numbers [Thomsen et al., 1985] . We also ignore additional drifts along the current direction due to gradients in the density or temperature. In this simplified situation the possible instability candidates reduce to the ion acoustic instability and the electron cyclotron drift instability at higher frequencies, and the modified two-stream instability at lower frequencies. Furthermore, the electron cyclotron drift instability, which in- also neglected. Inclusion of such effects would be most appropriate were the purpose of this paper to carry out a complete stability analysis for one particular shock crossing in which the geometry, the electromagnetic fields and currents, and the particle distributions were known, as is the case, for example, with the supercritical quasi-perpendicular shock analyzed by Scudder et al. [1986] . Instead we reiterate that our purpose here is a qualitative comparison of shock heating due to instabilities in different frequency regimes.
RESULTS
Given the described model, the calculations proceed as follows. The second-order heating rates for both the electrons and ions generally consist of a sum over the spectrum of unstable waves. As is customarily done [e.g, Gary, 1980] , these complicated expressions are simplified by replacing the terms in the sum that depend only on the linear properties of the waves by the corresponding values of the wave mode with the largest growth rate. These terms can then be removed, leaving only a sum over wave intensities, which can be estimated by some nonlinear argument. The electric field energy densities in the 562-Hz channel can also be compared with calculations of the saturation level of the ion acoustic instability. It is clearly evident that the theoretical values are about 4 orders of magnitude larger than the observed values. This is not due to measurements of unusually low noise levels at these shocks. Typical values here correspond to electric fields of ~10 mV/m, consistent with measurements made on IMP 6 by Rodriguez and Gurnett [1975] . Again, while part of the discrepancy may be due to differences between measured average fields and theoretically computed peak fields, the measurements suggest that the ion acoustic waves are most likely not near saturation. Certainly, if the measured values of the shock widths are to be believed, one is below the threshold for the ion acoustic instability, and thus one does not expect appreciable growth of the waves. The fact that the measured wave intensities, albeit with a limited number of data points, show strong dependence on upstream Te/Ti, consistent with the results of Rodriguez and Gurnett [1976] but contrary to the theoretical results based on saturated ion acoustic waves, again suggests that the waves have not reached saturation. In short, the wave data alone tend to indicate that the modified two-stream instability most likely drives the dissipation at these shocks, while the ion acoustic turbulence level is much too low to do significant heating.
respectively. Both instabilities show strong Te/T• and beta dependent effects in the heating of both plasma species. The electron (ion) heating is strongest at T• < T•(T• > T•), indicating that both instabilities tend to relax toward marginal stability and as a consequence toward equilibration of the temper-

DISCUSSION
Shock waves efficiently convert a relatively cool, fast flowing plasma upstream from the shock into a hotter, slower plasma downstream, through various possible mechanisms. At supercritical shocks, most of this dissipation occurs through the reflection and eventual thermalization of some of the incident ions. At lower Mach number shocks, ion reflection becomes less important, and other processes, which may or may not also occur at high Mach numbers, dominate. For quasiperpendicular shocks the cross-field current associated with the magnetic field jump gives rise to instabilities that allow unstable waves to grow and interact with the plasma, while other processes also occur just upstream from the magnetic ramp that give rise to weaker levels of turbulence . Such wave-particle processes lead to scattering and heating of the plasma that take the place of usual binary collisions in a gas dynamic shock. Given this overall picture of shock dissipation, two aspects must be kept in mind. First, the overall energy and momentum balance, expressed in terms of the Rankine-Hugoniot relations, must be maintained. Second, the dominant effects of the plasma dynamics are controlled by the gross field and current structure. anomalous ion heating, on the other hand, is significantly larger, again in qualitative agreement with the theory for both instabilities and in good quantitative agreement for the modified two-stream instability, but an order of magnitude larger than that expected from the ion acoustic instability. The electric field measurements at low frequencies are also consistent with those expected from the modified two-stream instability, while the higher-frequency waves are about 4 orders of magnitude below those computed at saturation for the ion acoustic instability. The results suggest that the measured shock widths are too broad (cross-field currents are too small) to excite appreciable ion acoustic turbulence, as concluded previously by Russell et al. [1982] , and thus the dissipation at these shocks is most likely due to the modified two-stream instability. What ion acoustic waves are present may be generated by secondary effects, e.g., an instability driven by the small population of reflected ions [Gary and Ornidi, 1987] some type of parametric process, or as a consequence of the electron distribution becoming flat-topped, which could be produced by the modified two-stream instability [Winske et al., 1985] . In addition, for oblique shocks, parallel currents are also present, which can drive instabilities such as the electron (or ion) acoustic via an electron beam [Thomsen et al., 1983] .
While the present work suggests that subcritical shocks generally have widths of the order of c/coi, such as the low Mach number set examined here, and are heated via the modified two-stream instability, it does not preclude the possibility that thinner shocks with properties determined by ion acoustic turbulence can occur. Such so-called resistive shocks were observed in the laboratory, and some bow shock crossings also appear to be of this type (J. D. Scudder, private communication, 1986). The results of this study might suggest that the modified two-stream instability would provide enough dissipation to prevent the shock from steepening enough to turn on the ion acoustic instability. However, in this case the longer-wavelength modified two-stream instability may be inhibited from growing by finite geometry or inhomogeneities in the transverse direction, by temporal variations (as these shocks usually occur at very low beta), or by the conditions under which they are formed (i.e., changes in the solar wind causing the shock to steepen rapidly). Under typical solar wind conditions, however, the Mach number and plasma beta are much higher. At higher Mach numbers, relatively more dissipation is needed ( Figure 1) ; in this case, most of the dissipation occurs by reflecting some of the incident ions. The presence of two ion components in the foot region in front of the supercritical, quasi-perpendicular shock, however, allows the modified two-stream instability to be excited by either ion component . In addition, the extended size of the foot increases the interaction time between the waves and the particles. At higher beta the heating due to the modified two-stream instability becomes less effective (Figures 4 and 5) ; however, the smaller relative electron-ion drifts that result in the foot of the supercritical shock due to both ion components allow the instability still to be effective. These effects combine to allow anomalous plasma heating to continue to occur even at higher Mach numbers and beta values . While large electron temperature jumps have been measured at some supercritical shocks (M. F. Thomsen [Ohsawa, 1985 [Ohsawa, , 1986a Ohsawa and Sakai, 1985 ] spatial dimensions, while completely selfconsistent in the sense that they include no additional phenomenological terms in the Lorentz-Maxwell equations, do not correctly include processes which are likely to be important at the bow shock where (_De/f• e '• 100. Instead the dissipation in these simulations remains due to ion reflection, even at low Mach numbers. Apparently for the same reason, efforts to simulate subcritical shocks with an implicit particle code that does not resolve (D e time scales also were not successful (K. Quest, private communication, 1986); no intrinsic turbulence and only ion reflection were observed. Therefore in spite of major advances in computational capability in recent years, in the foreseeable future one is still faced with using a reduced (fluid electron, particle ion) description in a realistic geometry to study solar-terrestrial shock structure and dynamics, and using a fully kinetic description but in a simplified geometry (i.e., no shock) to study the microphysics.
